Vocabulary Review

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ exciting  A. to one side or the other
2. _____ handsome  B. stirring up strong, lively feelings
3. _____ dull  C. almost not
4. _____ hardly  D. shining in the light as a jewel does
5. _____ sparkling  E. not bright or shiny
6. _____ spotted  F. saw something that might not be easy to see
7. _____ sideways  G. good-looking

Directions: Circle the word that goes in the sentence and write the letter on the line.

8. You could ________ see the chameleon.
   A. exciting  B. hardly  C. dull
9. But when it was cold and hungry, it turned gray and ________.
   A. dull  B. sparkling  C. spotted
10. The chameleon’s life was not very __________.
    A. sparkling  B. handsome  C. exciting
11. When the chameleon was warm and had something to eat, it turned ___ green.
    A. sparkling  B. spotted  C. dull
12. The chameleon’s eyes moved up, down, and __________.
    A. exciting  B. sideways  C. hardly
13. I wish I could be ________ like a flamingo.
    A. dull  B. sparkling  C. handsome
14. The chameleon ______ a fly.
    A. spotted  B. hardly  C. exciting